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Question # 1
Tell me a difficult situation you have overcome in the workplace?

Answer:-
Conflict resolution, problem solving, communication and coping under pressure are transferable skills desired by many employers As Extension Service Agent.	
Answering this question right can help you demonstrate all of these traits.
* Use real-life examples from your previous roles that you are comfortable explaining
* Choose an example that demonstrates the role you played in resolving the situation clearly
* Remain professional at all times - you need to demonstrate that you can keep a cool head and know how to communicate with people
Read More Answers.

Question # 2
Tell me about a time when you had to think strategically?

Answer:-
There was a time when I was told I had to get rid of 20% of my people. I had to determine which persons I needed the most by determining who could do what. I had
to put aside personal feelings so that I could keep a working crew to handle he same workload with less people.
Read More Answers.

Question # 3
What makes you right for this position?

Answer:-
This question can be tricky because you need to show your worth As Extension Service Agent without sounding cocky or arrogant. Research the business ahead of
time and become familiar with its mission and values. Take the time to figure out how your personal qualities fit the needs of the business and use that fit to provide
your answer.
Read More Answers.

Question # 4
What's your management style?

Answer:-
The best managers are strong but flexible, and that's exactly what you want to show off in your answer. (Think something like, "While every situation and every team
member requires a bit of a different strategy, I tend to approach my employee relationships as a coach...") Then, share a couple of your best managerial moments, like
when you grew your team from five to 15 or coached an underperforming employee to become the company's top employee.
Read More Answers.

Question # 5
Why are you leaving last job?

Answer:-
Although this would seem like a simple question, it can easily become tricky. You shouldn't mention salary being a factor at this point As Extension Service Agent. If
you're currently employed, your response can focus on developing and expanding your career and even yourself. If you're current employer is downsizing, remain
positive and brief. If your employer fired you, prepare a solid reason. Under no circumstance should you discuss any drama or negativity, always remain positive.
Read More Answers.

Question # 6
Would you like doing repetitive work?

Answer:-
Why not, I am not only doing a repetitive work but also earning but also getting a good salary by the company As Extension Service Agent. And second thing is that
nothing is interesting in the life till we are not interested.
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Read More Answers.

Question # 7
How do you deal with conflict in the workplace As Extension Service Agent?

Answer:-
When people work together, conflict is often unavoidable because of differences in work goals and personal styles. Follow these guidelines for handling conflict in
the workplace.
* 1. Talk with the other person.
* 2. Focus on behavior and events, not on personalities.
* 3. Listen carefully.
* 4. Identify points of agreement and disagreement.
* 5. Prioritize the areas of conflict.
* 6. Develop a plan to work on each conflict.
* 7. Follow through on your plan.
* 8. Build on your success.
Read More Answers.

Question # 8
Tell me an occasion when you needed to persuade someone to do something?

Answer:-
Interpersonal relationships are a very important part of being a successful care assistant. This question is seeking a solid example of how you have used powers of
persuasion to achieve a positive outcome in a professional task or situation. The answer should include specific details.
Read More Answers.

Question # 9
What challenges are you looking for in this position?

Answer:-
A typical interview question to determine what you are looking for your in next job, and whether you would be a good fit for the position being hired for, is "What
challenges are you looking for in a position As Extension Service Agent?" The best way to answer questions about the challenges you are seeking is to discuss how
you would like to be able to effectively utilize your skills and experience if you were hired for the job. You can also mention that you are motivated by challenges,
have the ability to effectively meet challenges, and have the flexibility and skills necessary to handle a challenging job. You can continue by describing specific
examples of challenges you have met and goals you have achieved in the past.
Read More Answers.

Question # 10
What is it about this position As Extension Service Agent that attracts you the most?

Answer:-
Use your knowledge of the job description to demonstrate how you are a suitable match for the role.
Read More Answers.

Question # 11
Why are you leaving the present company?

Answer:-
According to me we can not grow in the field without taking more responsibilities and risks and also we can't enhance our team leading capabilities, managerial skills
without expose to wide range of people.
Read More Answers.

Question # 12
Why do you feel you will excel at rhis job?

Answer:-
This question presents an excellent opportunity for you to discuss your education, qualifications and personal traits. You might say something like "I studied property
management as well as behavior during my college years and I have two years' experience in real estate. 
I can gauge the homes or apartments in which clients will be interested based solely upon the needs of their families. Finally, my organizational skills will allow me
to schedule appointments or showings confidently and arrive for them punctually." This shows your interviewer that you have all of the skills necessary to become
successful not only for yourself, but also for your employer.
Read More Answers.

Question # 13
Why do you want to join our company?

Answer:-
This is a question that is aimed at finding out whether you know enough about the company and the basic market.	The best way to answer this question is to do some
research on the company and highlight its positive points.
Read More Answers.

Question # 14
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Why should I hire you As Extension Service Agent?

Answer:-
To close the deal on a job offer, you MUST be prepared with a concise summary of the top reasons to choose you. Even if your interviewer doesn't ask one of these
question in so many words, you should have an answer prepared and be looking for ways to communicate your top reasons throughout the interview process.
Read More Answers.

Question # 15
Do you have good computer skills?

Answer:-
It is becoming increasingly important for medical assistants to be knowledgeable about computers. If you are a long-time computer user with experience with
different software applications, mention it. It is also a good idea to mention any other computer skills you have, such as a high typing rate, website creation, and more.
Read More Answers.

Question # 16
Do you work well under pressure?

Answer:-
Yes.. When it comes down to the wire, the best thing I can to remain focused, have some flexibility, and understand priorities.. Giving them attention in the order they
are needed.
Read More Answers.

Question # 17
Explain an occasion when you had to adapt in the face of a difficult situation?

Answer:-
One of the most useful interview tactics is to remain positive about your work and achievements. This question lets the candidate draw on their own personal history
to show how they have been positive and successful in the face of difficulties. Choose a specific occasion to describe, rather than dealing with generic platitudes.
Read More Answers.

Question # 18
How would your friends describe you?

Answer:-
My friends would probably say that I'm extremely persistent - I've never been afraid to keep going back until I get what I want. When I worked as a program
developer, recruiting keynote speakers for a major tech conference, I got one rejection after another - this was just the nature of the job. But I really wanted the big
players - so I wouldn't take no for an answer. I kept going back to them every time there was a new company on board, or some new value proposition. Eventually,
many of them actually said "yes" - the program turned out to be so great that we doubled our attendees from the year before. A lot of people might have given up after
the first rejection, but it's just not in my nature. If I know something is possible, I have to keep trying until I get it.
Read More Answers.

Question # 19
What do you know about the company?

Answer:-
Any candidate can read and regurgitate the company's "About" page. So, when interviewers ask this, they aren't necessarily trying to gauge whether you understand
the mission-they want to know whether you care about it. Start with one line that shows you understand the company's goals, using a couple key words and phrases
from the website, but then go on to make it personal. Say, "I'm personally drawn to this mission because..." or "I really believe in this approach because..." and share a
personal example or two.
Read More Answers.

Question # 20
What does quality work mean to you?

Answer:-
Quality work to be is about doing work to the require or set standard, which is very important when it comes to warehouse operations.
Read More Answers.

Question # 21
What is your biggest achievement?

Answer:-
Quality work to be is about doing work to the require or set standard, which is very important when it comes to warehouse operations.
Read More Answers.

Question # 22
What kind of salary do you need As Extension Service Agent?

Answer:-
This is a loaded question and a nasty little game that you will probably lose if you answer first. So, do not answer it. Instead, say something like, that's a tough
question. Can you tell me the range for this position? In most cases, the interviewer, taken off guard, will tell you. If not, say that it can depend on the details of the
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job. Then give a wide range.
Read More Answers.

Question # 23
What would your first 30, 60, or 90 days look like in this role As Extension Service Agent?

Answer:-
Start by explaining what you'd need to do to get ramped up. What information would you need? What parts of the company would you need to familiarize yourself
with? What other employees would you want to sit down with? Next, choose a couple of areas where you think you can make meaningful contributions right away.
(e.g., "I think a great starter project would be diving into your email marketing campaigns and setting up a tracking system for them.") Sure, if you get the job, you (or
your new employer) might decide there's a better starting place, but having an answer prepared will show the interviewer where you can add immediate impact-and
that you're excited to get started.
Read More Answers.

Question # 24
What's a time you exercised leadership?

Answer:-
Depending on what's more important for the the role, you'll want to choose an example that showcases your project management skills (spearheading a project from
end to end, juggling multiple moving parts) or one that shows your ability to confidently and effectively rally a team. And remember: "The best stories include
enough detail to be believable and memorable,". Show how you were a leader in this situation and how it represents your overall leadership experience and potential.
Read More Answers.

Question # 25
Why are you leaving your current job?

Answer:-
This is a toughie, but one you can be sure you'll be asked. Definitely keep things positive-you have nothing to gain by being negative about your past employers.
Instead, frame things in a way that shows that you're eager to take on new opportunities and that the role you're interviewing for is a better fit for you than your
current or last position. For example, "I'd really love to be part of product development from beginning to end, and I know I'd have that opportunity here." And if you
were let go? Keep it simple: "Unfortunately, I was let go," is a totally OK answer.
Read More Answers.

Question # 26
How do you think I rate as an interviewer?

Answer:-
I think you did fine. I'm sure you've conducted a lot of interviews, and it's probably second nature for you now. Thanks for taking the time to meet with me today. I'm
sure you have a lot of things you have to juggle every day.
I'd say you rate at least ten out of ten. The questions you asked seemed spot on. I can tell you guys are working hard to find the perfect applicant for the job. I'm glad I
could meet with you.
Read More Answers.

Question # 27
What problems have you encountered at work?

Answer:-
Wow, do we have problems! Where do I begin? Well, most of the problems are internal, just people not working well with each other. I have one person on our team
who is a real problem, but it seems like management is afraid to do anything about it. So we all end up having to do extra work to cover for this person, who just
doesn't work. We all say that he's retired in place. I think he's just holding on until retirement in a couple years. But he's a real problem. I complain about it--a lot--but
nothing ever seems to get done. I've even written negative reviews about the person, hoping he will get canned, but it doesn't happen. I can't wait for him to retire.
Read More Answers.

Question # 28
Tell me about a time when you had to give someone difficult feedback As Extension Service Agent?

Answer:-
By asking this question, your interviewer hopes to learn whether you can communicate effectively, address issues in the workplace and motivate others during
difficult times. Giving negative feedback requires honesty, thoughtfulness and tact. Answering this question well can help show an interviewer that you would be a
good fit for a managerial position or a position that involves working closely with others.
Read More Answers.

Question # 29
Tell us about a suggestion you have made that has benefited an organization you've worked for?

Answer:-
This is another opportunity to show the interviewer what you're capable of so make sure to be prepared for this type of question. Have an example ready and make
sure its an example of a suggestion you've made that was accepted and that have positive influence. If you can come up with an example that relates to the position
you're applying for that would be even better.
Read More Answers.

Question # 30
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How well do you perform under pressure?

Answer:-
This is a fair question, as potential employers want to know if you're going to be able to get the job done even when things get a little bit stressful. You may say that
you thrive under pressure or that you're able to get the job done even when things get a little bit stressful, just make sure to provide some real world examples of your
ability to work under pressure in a prior job.
Read More Answers.

Question # 31
Are you willing to work overtime or odd hours?

Answer:-
Be completely honest. You don't want to lie to get the job if you're not going to work the hours required.
Read More Answers.

Question # 32
Where do you see yourself in five years? Ten years?

Answer:-
Bad Answer: A generic or uninspired answer. Also, answers that show that this career/company is just a temporary stop for them. 
Good answer: One that shows the candidate has thought about this question, has plans, and that those plans align with the job and a career path that is possible in the
company. You want to see that this candidate is a good long term investment.
Read More Answers.

Question # 33
Top 11 Interview Questions to Ask when Emotional Intelligence Matters As Extension Service Agent:

Answer:-
Emotional intelligence, or EQ, has come into vogue as a good trait to hire for. 
EQ is the ability to use emotional information to guide thinking and behavior, to recognize other people's emotions and your own, and to discriminate between
different feelings and label them appropriately. 
EQ is considered essential to help teams function well. Here are some of the top questions for help you get an idea of how candidates perceive their emotions and
those of others. 
1. If you started a company today, what would its top values be?
2. Who inspires you? Why?
3. How could you create more balance in your life?
4. What makes you angry?
5. How do you have fun?
6. How good are you at asking for help?
7. How did you deal with a bad day?
8. What's something you're really proud of? Why?
9. Tell me about a time when your mood altered your performance (positively or negatively).
10. Has there ever been a time when you felt you needed to change your behavior at work? How did you do it?
11. Did you create friendships that lasted while working at a previous job?
Read More Answers.

Question # 34
If you have multiple projects on your plate, how do you handle completing them on time?

Answer:-
Prioritize based on business importance. Set clear timelines for each so that you know which ones to knock out first. Get your teammates to help if necessary.
Read More Answers.

Question # 35
You notice there are too many non productive internal meetings being held, what do you do?

Answer:-
Reach out to your boss and let him know that first you value his leadership and organization but that you are being overwhelmed with the amount of non productive
internal meetings.
Read More Answers.

Question # 36
Tell me about a difficult decision you've made in the last year As Extension Service Agent?

Answer:-
We all have difficult decisions in our lives. Show how you were able to arrive at it and then how you decisively acted.
Read More Answers.

Question # 37
Tell me about a time you had to fire a friend?

Answer:-
Hopefully you've never had to do this, but if you did, talk about how hard it was personally to fire anyone but that you did it objectively.
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Read More Answers.

Question # 38
What do you aspire to be?

Answer:-
Discuss your aspirations for the near, immediate and long term. You want to show them you are thinking of making an impact now as well as the future.
Read More Answers.

Question # 39
Why do you want to work in this industry As Extension Service Agent?

Answer:-
Make sure you research the industry first. Then find at least 3 core things about that industry that you're passionate about (for example: how their solutions impact
clients, their culture, the leadership, etc)
Read More Answers.

Question # 40
What type of personalities do you work best with and why?

Answer:-
Think of which personalities you work best with (do you like outgoing, collaborative, personable working relationships and so forth?)
Read More Answers.

Question # 41
What classes did you enjoy most in college and why?

Answer:-
Think back to the classes that either resonated with your passion or truly helped you to develop skills that you believe will help you in your career. Talk about those.
Read More Answers.

Question # 42
How meticulous are you with details?

Answer:-
Being detailed is important for many types of job roles. Typically you want to highlight how you've done that in previous roles. Example: "Being meticulous is
important to me. In my last job, I had to count the money in the register as a cashier to make sure it matched to the receipts down to the last penny." This was to
ensure there wasn't any "wrongdoing" at the company by any of the cashiers and I was always accurate in my reports.
Read More Answers.

Question # 43
Why are you the best fit for this job As Extension Service Agent?

Answer:-
Analyze the job responsibilities and match those to your skills sets. Then discuss how your experience and skills sets can truly create the best impact to the company
in that specific job role. Impact could mean marketing impressions, sales, cutting costs, making products more efficiently, creating better customer service,
engineering new designs that create customer excitement, etc.
Read More Answers.

Question # 44
How do you feel about technology at the workplace in general?

Answer:-
It's a great enabler for us to collaborate better as a team, for us to reach customers more efficiently and frequently and I believe it can help any company become more
efficient, leaner, and more productive.
Read More Answers.

Question # 45
What are your presentation skills like As Extension Service Agent?

Answer:-
Make sure you share a story that demonstrates your presentation skills in front of many people. If you are really brave, offer to give a snippet of that presentation to
the interviewer. This will definitely be different from what most people do.
Read More Answers.

Question # 46
How do you act when you encounter competition?

Answer:-
This question is designed to see if you can rise the occasion. You want to discuss how you are the type to battle competition strongly and then you need to cite an
example if possible of your past work experience where you were able to do so.
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Read More Answers.

Question # 47
What other jobs are you applying for As Extension Service Agent?

Answer:-
If you're applying with other similar companies in a similar or the same industry, it's actually okay to state that as it shows you're valued and wanted.
Read More Answers.

Question # 48
What are your thoughts about working from home?

Answer:-
This is a new policy some companies are adopting. If the company you are interviewing for allows for it, then you should be thankful for the flexibility and
convenience yet state that working from home is a privilege that you would honor. The key point you want to make is that you would still be able to focus and be just
as productive working at home.
Read More Answers.

Question # 49
What would you do if our competitor offered you a position As Extension Service Agent?

Answer:-
I would weigh the offer and consider it, however, this company and this role is my first choice.
Read More Answers.

Question # 50
If you had to choose one, would you consider yourself a big-picture person or a detail-oriented person?

Answer:-
Both are important. You need to stress that. However, if you could only choose one, ask yourself As Extension Service Agent - do you like to be "in the weeds" with
your work, or do you want to be the one painting the vision?
Read More Answers.

Question # 51
Was there a person in your career who really made a difference?

Answer:-
If you can't think of one, you need to get a mentor QUICKLY! Mentors can come in the form of peers, family members, co-workers, management / leaders at a
company and so on.
Read More Answers.

Question # 52
Tell me the difference between good and exceptional?

Answer:-
Good gets the job done on time and is high quality. Exceptional is a game changer - it stands out, it's creative, it's above and beyond expectations. Tell the interviewer
a story about how you were exceptional.
Read More Answers.

Question # 53
There's no right or wrong answer, but if you could be anywhere in the world right now, where would you be?

Answer:-
Just be honest about where you'd like to be - you never know - you may end up bonding with the interviewer with the location. However, you want to stress that you
want to work out of the location that you're interviewing for.
Read More Answers.

Question # 54
What do you do in your spare time?

Answer:-
If you want to show your fun side, discuss your extracurricular activities. If you want to show your ambition, discuss the work / school projects you do in your spare
time.
Read More Answers.

Question # 55
If I were to give you this salary you requested but let you write your job description for the next year, what would it say?

Answer:-
It should say the same thing - after all - if you think this salary is fair then it should suit the responsibilities!
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Read More Answers.

Question # 56
How long will it take for you to make a significant contribution?

Answer:-
First define significant contribution - once you do that - lay out a timeline plan in which you think you can achieve that.
Read More Answers.

Question # 57
Do you have good manners? What types of people need to be treated with good manners?

Answer:-
You should have good manners. Everyone should be treated with courtesy and respect.
Read More Answers.

Question # 58
Can you perform Internet research? Please describe to me your steps in doing so?

Answer:-
Internet research can entail Google searches, industry sites, news articles, social networks and company websites.
Read More Answers.

Question # 59
What aspect of supervision do you find the most difficult?

Answer:-
Managing different personalities and keeping them focused on the goal at hand.
Read More Answers.

Question # 60
How will you approach learning this "new" job As Extension Service Agent?

Answer:-
Interview peers and leaders/managers, read industry news, practice the skill sets needed, absorb information on the job as much as possible.
Read More Answers.

Question # 61
Describe some problems you encountered in your most recent position As Extension Service Agent and how you resolved them?

Answer:-
Discuss your work experiences. The key is to show you're calm under pressure and can handle sensitive situations with a clear train of thought.
Read More Answers.

Question # 62
In your last job what kinds of pressure did you encounter and how did you react As Extension Service Agent?

Answer:-
Do not show your fear or uneasiness in handling pressure. Everyone likes to have a worker who can handle pressure calmly and with a clear train of thought. Show
how you would logically come to a conclusion in a pressure filled situation.
Read More Answers.

Question # 63
Name five characteristics that describe you?

Answer:-
Here are a few you could choose from: 
Hard working, strong willed, persistent, intelligent, adept, amicable, friendly, collaborative, eager, humble.
Read More Answers.

Question # 64
What was the biggest professional risk you have taken and what was the outcome?

Answer:-
First discuss how you weighed the pros and cons of the risk and the results you'd believe you could achieve. Then discuss the action plan you put into place for it and
outline that step by step. Then discuss the outcome and if it wasn't optimal talk about what you would do differently in hindsight.
Read More Answers.
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